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Lite Linke begins roll-out across Europe and Middle East
Leading fibre optic specialist Leader Optec has begun the roll-out of products aimed at meeting the
challenges faced by data centres.
Leader Optec has signed distribution agreements with three companies to help take its premium Lite
Linke products to the international market.
It has agreed distributor deals with Datop for the Netherlands, 0.3dB Fibre Optique for France and
TierX to cover the Middle East. Further agreements are expected to be signed in the coming weeks.
The Lite Linke suite of products utilises best-in-class components, bespoke design and UK
manufacturing to meet the challenges facing networks.
All of the MTP connectivity, containment and cabling solutions are manufactured from Leader
Optec’s headquarters in St Asaph, North Wales.
Products include cassettes and chassis as well as assemblies and accessories.
The company has received support from the Welsh Government to develop the Lite Linke suite of
industry leading products.
Paul Desmond, Managing Director of Leader Optec, said: “Our mission is nothing short of being
recognised as the leading provider of MTP solutions in Europe. We are therefore delighted to have
signed agreements with three key distribution partners in Europe and the Middle East.
“The development of the Lite Linke products has been possible due to the extensive knowledge of
our highly trained engineering team allied to our manufacturing capability in North Wales.
“We have also been given excellent support from Welsh Government who recognised the innovation
we were bringing to product development and the potential to create additional jobs in the region
as the new products roll out across Europe.”
Paul added: “Lite Linke is all about speed and simplicity. Our Push – Click – Connect – Repeat process
means everything connects instantly – improving speed and efficiency and ensuring effortless,
completely tool less installation every time.”
Leader Optec was founded in 1993 and today employs over 40 staff.
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For more information, please contact Nick Mason at Mason Media on 0151 239 5050 or
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www.litelinke.com
Watch Our Push Click Connect Repeat Video Here.

